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Concerning: State aid cases SA.31243 (ex N308/2010) and SA.27301 (ex CP381/2008) in connection with a subsidy 

scheme for acquisition of land for nature conservation

Dear Ms. Schade,

On 27 July 2011 we received a letter from your services informing us that the Commission had 

decided to give the green light for a subsidy scheme for the acquisition of land notified by the 

Dutch authorities (N308/2010), and providing us with a copy of the State aid decision of 13 July 

2011 (hereafter “the Decision”).

The letter recalls that on 23 December 2008, the Stichting Het Nationale Park de Hoge Veluwe 

and Stichting Linschoten (later succeeded by the Vereniging Gelijkberechtiging Grondbezitters

or VGG) submitted a complaint concerning alleged unlawful aid granted by the Dutch authorities 

to the Vereniging Natuurmonumenten and eleven private foundations and one association active 

in each of the twelve provinces of the Netherlands (hereinafter jointly referred to as “the 

TBOs”)., in connection with the subsidized acquisition or transfer for free of land for nature 

conservation (CP381/2008). According to the Commission, the concerns expressed in that letter 

and in subsequent submissions have adequately been dealt with in the Decision.

More in particular, the Commission observes that, in its view, the notified support scheme has 

been designed in an objective and non-discriminatory manner and that it has not found any 

indication that the notified scheme would not be implemented in an open and non-discriminatory 

manner. The letter concludes by stating that “[u]nless [the VGG] [submits] additional 

information and substantiation of [its] complaint under case SA.27301 within one month from 

the date of receipt of this letter, the complaint shall be deemed to be withdrawn.”
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The VGG’s reaction to your letter of 27 July 2011 is essentially twofold. On the one hand, even 

if the VGG does not agree with the Commission that the new subsidy scheme, as notified by the 

Dutch authorities, fully removes all concerns of discrimination between the TBOs and other 

private land owners, or that the subsidies do not entail a price-increasing effect, the VGG is 

grateful to the Commission for the rigour with which it has conducted its analysis. In particular, 

the VGG wishes to thank the Commission for making the effort to directly respond to various of 

its concerns in respect of the notified scheme. The VGG similarly appreciates that the 

Commission’s efforts have succeeded in bringing the notified scheme closer to the requirements 

of the Community Framework on Services of General Economic Interest (“SGEI”) (e.g., by 

leading the Dutch authorities to introduce an obligation of separate accounting for SGEI-related 

and other activities).

On the other hand, the VGG wishes to stress that the State aid decision of 13 July 2011 does not 

in any way ‘extinguish’ the complaint (CP381/2008), that was voluntarily put on hold by the 

VGG at the request of the Commission on 26 March 2010, only to be reactivated on 12 April 

2011. Indeed, the decision cannot in any way bring an end to the complaint procedure initiated in 

December 2008. Indeed, complaint CP381/2008 concerns the original subsidy scheme put in 

place in 1993 by a Regulation of the Ministry of Agriculture (‘Regeling subsidies particuliere

terreinbeherende natuurbeschermingsorganisaties’). By contrast, notification N308/2010 

concerned the new subsidy scheme, the main feature of which was that, contrary to the old 

scheme, the category of potential beneficiaries was no longer limited to the TBOs, but instead 

extended to anyone who carries out sustainable nature management (or making a sufficiently 

reasonable case that he can and will carry out sustainable nature management). 

The VGG strongly asserts the logical implication of the Commission’s reasoning is that the old 

subsidy scheme, which, moreover, currently still is in force, constitutes unlawful State aid. 

Indeed, the decision rebuts the counter-arguments invoked by the Dutch authorities in reaction to 

the complaint of the VGG (see the letter of the Dutch authorities of 26 June 2009): (1) it affirms 

that the beneficiaries of the subsidy scheme do qualify as ‘undertakings’ in the sense Article 

107(1) TFEU, and; (2) it asserts that the subsidy scheme may distort competition and may affect 

trade between Member States. Furthermore, insofar as the Commission finds that the new (and 

notified) subsidy scheme does not meet the requirements of the Altmark-criteria, nor of 

Commission Decision 2005/842/EC (the SGEI Decision), the same must a fortiori be true for the 

old (and openly discriminatory) scheme. It follows that, the old scheme never having been 

notified to the Commission, the implementation of that scheme has always given and continues 

to give rise to unlawful State aid.

Accordingly, rather than giving cause for the withdrawal of complaint CP381/2008, the State aid 

decision implicitly confirms that, until today, the Dutch authorities provide unlawful State aid to 

the TBOs. In light of the obligation of the Commission under Articles 10 and following of 

Regulation 659/1999 to investigate cases of unlawful State aid, the VGG therefore invites the 

Commission to take the logical next step and to order that this aid be recovered. 
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The remainder of this memo briefly recalls the background of complaint CP 381/2008 (Section 

1), before identifying the impact of the decision of 13 July 2011 on the complaint (Section 2) and 

spelling out the measures sought from the Commission (Section 3).

We remain, as always, available to further discuss this matter with you if you so desire.

1 BACKGROUND OF COMPLAINT CP 381/2008

Following informal contacts with the Commission, two private landowners (later succeeded in 

the capacity of complainant by the VGG) on 23 December 2008 submitted a formal complaint

in respect of a scheme for the subsidized acquisition or transfer for free of land for nature 

conservation. The legal basis for the scheme was laid down in the 1993 Regulation by the 

Ministry of Agriculture (Regeling subsidies particuliere terreinbeherende

natuurbeschermingsorganisaties), and – following decentralization in 2008 – in a series of 

provincial rules and regulations. This regime remains in force until the new rules, approved by 

the Decision, enter into force. This is likely to take some time (current estimations are that it will 

take as long as six months up to one year) as the new rules have to be implemented at the 

provincial level. Therefore, action on the part of the Commission is needed in order to bring to an 

end a system of illegal state aid that is currently still in force. 

Without fully restating the content of the complaint form, the essence of the contested subsidy 

scheme consisted in the fact that it enabled a limited group of beneficiaries – the TBOs – to 

obtain subsidies covering 100% of the costs of acquisition of nature land. While the total amount 

spent by the Dutch authorities on the cited acquisition subsidies remains unknown, it may be 

noted that in 2007 alone, a total budget of €565 million was available for land acquisition 

purposes, of which €160 million was spent. The complaint also covers the transfer for free of 

land – without need to participate in any bidding process – by the Ministry of Agriculture, the 

Provinces and other public authorities to the cited beneficiaries. 

As explained in the complaint form, the financial support given to the 13 beneficiaries in the 

form of acquisition subsidies and transfer of land in kind meets all the constitutive requirements 

of State aid in the sense of Article 107(1) TFEU in that it involves a transfer of State resources; 

confers an advantage to a selected group of undertakings; distorts competition between the 

beneficiaries and other undertakings, and; affects trade between Member States.

In particular, the complaint describes how the aid adversely affects the complainants (who must 

bear the full cost of the land they acquire), especially where acquisition subsidies are used to buy 

land above market prices or when the public authorities transfer the land to the beneficiaries 

without giving other parties a chance to bid. Such situation makes it harder for other private land 

owners to develop a coherent and sufficiently large ecological system by acquiring new land, 

thus allowing species to develop in an undisturbed or traditional manner. It also implies that 

money spent by other private land owners on the acquisition of nature land cannot be used for 

other investments (sometimes forcing complainants to request higher rental or entry fees or 

higher prices for their products than the 13 beneficiaries, in turn disqualifying them from the 

nature management subsidy scheme (beheerssubsidie)). 
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On a final note, the complaint also stresses that the aid scheme violates other Treaty provisions, 

among other things by impeding foreigners from acquiring land on similar conditions as the 

beneficiaries in contravention of the freedom of establishment and the free circulation of capital. 

By letter to the Commission dated 26 June 2009, the Dutch authorities responded to 
complaint CP381/2008. On the one hand, the letter states that, at least for the period 2000-2006, 

the acquisition subsidies were allegedly covered by the ‘Rural Development Programme 2000-

2006’, which was approved by the European Commission. Accordingly, the Dutch authorities 

insist, the question as to the existence of State aid only arises for the period after 2006. On the 

other hand, the Dutch authorities rely on a twofold basis to claim that the acquisition subsidies do 

not qualify as State aid in the sense of Article 107(1) TFEU. First, they argued that the TBOs do 

not qualify as undertakings. Second, they claimed that the subsidy scheme does not affect trade 

between Member States.

On 25 September 2009, the VGG submitted its observations on the Dutch authorities’ 

reply. On the one hand, the VGG explained at length why the position taken by the Dutch 

authorities as regards the subsidies granted between 2000 and 2006 is baseless: Indeed, not all of 

the disputed aid measures and eligibility conditions are duly mentioned in the Dutch rural 

development plan for 2000-2006. Thus, there can be no approval for these measures. Moreover, 

even if one were to follow the Dutch authorities’ reasoning, there are clear indications that the 

amount of subsidies actually granted has exceeded by far those foreseen in the plan. To the 

extent that they have exceeded the limits set out in the Agricultural Sector Guidelines 2000-2006, 

the disputed subsidies ought to have been approved separately by the Commission.

On the other hand, by reference to the Commission’s decision practice, the VGG asserted that the 

beneficiaries of the subsidy scheme do qualify as undertakings. Thus, in accordance with 

established case-law (e.g., C-115/97 Brentjens), the fact that the beneficiaries of the aid may be 

non-profit organizations is irrelevant. Furthermore, in case NN 277/2003 (Germany –

Übertragung von Naturschutzflächen, 26 April 2006), the Commission affirmed that non-profit 

organizations with a nature conservation role must be considered as undertakings within the 

meaning of Article 107(1) TFEU. The same conclusion applies to the TBOs which, in addition to 

pursuing an environmental role, are involved in a series of economic activities (e.g., forestry and 

tourism). As for the alleged lack of effect on trade between Member States, the VGG recalled 

that, in light of past Commission decisions, aid to forestry and tourism may be deemed to impact 

intra-Community trade (see e.g., the cited case NN 277/2003).

In subsequent months, the VGG also submitted various informal submissions to the Commission 

in respect of the new subsidy scheme (no longer restricted to the cited 13 beneficiaries).

On 16 March 2010, after more than 14 months had expired without the Commission having 

defined its position on the complaint (and this notwithstanding the accelerated pace of 

implementation of the contested subsidy scheme by the Dutch authorities), the VGG formally 

called upon the Commission to act in accordance with Article 265 TFEU. The implication 
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hereof was that the Commission was bound either to open formal proceedings under Article 

108(2) TFEU or to define its position on the complaint within a period of two months.

Shortly hereafter, however, in a telephone conversation of 24 March 2010, you explained that the 

Commission first wanted to deal with the new subsidy scheme, which, at the time, was expected 

to be notified by the Dutch authorities within the foreseeable future. In light hereof, and in order 

not to unduly delay that process, the VGG consented to withdraw its request to act under 

Article 265 TFEU and to put on hold the complaint for the time being. In its letter of 26 

March 2010, the VGG nonetheless stressed that this withdrawal was without prejudice to its 

right to call upon the Commission to act at a later stage.

On 9 July 2010, the new subsidy scheme was formally notified to the Commission in accordance 

with Article 108(3) TFEU. However, absent a breakthrough in the notification process in the 

following months, and confronted with a continuation of nature land being sold and acquired 

contrary to State aid rules, the VGG on 12 April 2011(i.e., over a year after it agreed to put the 

complaint on hold and over two years after initiating the complaint) informed the Commission 

that it wished to reactivate complaint CP381/2008. On 28 April 2011, the Commission 

confirmed receipt of the request to reactivate the complaint, ensuring that it would advance 

matters to the best of its abilities.

The new subsidy scheme was eventually approved by the Commission by Decision dated 13 July 

2011. The VGG was provided with a copy of the decision on 14 July 2011.

2 IMPACT OF THE COMMISSION DECISION OF 13 JULY 2011

In its Decision of 13 July 2011, the Commission comes to the conclusion that the new land 

acquisition subsidy scheme constitutes State aid in the sense of Article 107(1) TFEU. As in case 

N376/2010 (20 April 2011), the potential beneficiaries are deemed to constitute undertakings in 

the sense of the cited provision. The subsidy scheme undoubtedly involves a transfer of State 

resources. The Commission observes that, even if nature conservations tasks can be qualified as 

services of general economic interest, not all of the Altmark-criteria are met: the potential 

beneficiaries indeed are not selected on the basis of a public procurement procedure and no 

evidence was adduced to illustrate that the nature management tasks would be provided at the 

lowest cost for society (fourth Altmark-criterion). Accordingly, the beneficiaries of the subsidy 

scheme are deemed to enjoy an economic advantage, which is moreover selective in nature. 

Finally, the Commission affirms that the notified scheme may well distort competition and may 

affect trade between Member States.

The Commission in its decision subsequently goes on to analyze whether the notified scheme can 

nonetheless be deemed compatible with the ‘post Altmark package’ (§§ 35 et seq). After having 

discarded that the scheme falls within the scope of the SGEI Decision (Decision 2005/842/EC), 

the Commission eventually concludes that the scheme meets the compatibility criteria spelled out 

in the SGEI Community Framework: (1) the scheme aims at funding genuine services of general 

economic interest; (2) responsibility for the operation of the SGEI is explicitly entrusted to 
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potential beneficiaries in accordance with the requirements of paragraph 12 of the SGEI 

Framework; (3) overcompensation is excluded, among other things, through the imposition of 

separate accounting for costs and income related to the SGEI, and; (4) the Dutch authorities have 

accepted to periodically report on the implementation of the notified scheme.

Even if the Commission eventually gave the green light for the new subsidy scheme, its impact 

on the old scheme – which was applied for numerous years and continues to be applied until the 

new scheme is adopted and put into operation – should not be misunderstood. It clearly follows 

from the reasoning of the Commission that the arguments invoked by the Dutch authorities in 

reaction to complaint CP381/2008 by letter of 26 June 2009 are baseless: (1) the TBOs do 

qualify as ‘undertakings’ for purposes of the State aid analysis; (2) furthermore, the subsidy 

scheme indeed distort competition and may affect trade between Member States. By analogy 

with the reasoning of the Commission, it is undeniable that the old subsidy scheme did meet all 

the requirements for State aid in the sense of Article 107(1) TFEU. Furthermore, by analogy with 

the new scheme, it is clear that the old version did not meet the cumulative criteria of the SGEI 

Decision.

This leads to the inescapable conclusion that the old subsidy scheme and the transfer of land to 

the TBOs involved ‘unlawful aid’ in the sense of Article 1(f) of Regulation 659/1999.

3 MEASURES SOUGHT FROM THE COMMISSION

In light of the foregoing, the VGG respectfully invites the Commission to take the logical next 

step and to seek the recovery of the aid unlawfully granted. More in particular, in accordance 

with the obligation to investigate pursuant to Article 10(1) Regulation 659/1999, the VGG 

invites the Commission to issue an information injunction in the sense of Article 10(3) of the 

Regulation and to order the Dutch authorities (both at the national and at the provincial level) to 

provide a full account of the implementation of the land acquisition subsidy scheme and of the 

transfer of land to the TBOs. 

The VGG calls upon the Commission to collect the following information from the Dutch 

authorities:

- (1) the total amount of money spent on the old land acquisition subsidy scheme from its 

outset until the entry into force of the new scheme as approved by the Commission;

- (2a) a list of all occasions on which the TBOs received a land acquisition subsidy as well 

as the exact amounts of the subsidies granted.

- (2b) for each of these occasions, the steps that were taken to exclude overcompensation 

(e.g., did the land acquisition subsidy not exceed the real (market) value of the land 

concerned as estimated by a competent expert?; were the expected revenues from the 

management/exploitation of the land deduced from the subsidy?);

- (2c) for each of these occasions, and insofar as land was acquired in the course of a 

bidding procedure, the other contenders participating in the bidding procedure and the 

possible offers made by them;
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- (3a) a list of all occasions where nature land, acquired by means of an acquisition 

subsidy, was, in subsequent months or years, transferred to a third party;

- (3b) for each of the latter occasions, the steps taken to ensure that the acquisition subsidy 

(plus interest) was fully recovered from the TBO;

- (4) a list of all occasions on which land was transferred for free or sold under the market 

value to the TBOs and the value of such transfers and sales.

On the basis of the information collected, the VGG moreover invites the Commission to (1) 

identify (the parameters for the recovery of) all State aid unlawfully granted to the TBOs, and; 

(2) to order the Dutch authorities to proceed to recover all State aid unlawfully granted to the 

TBOs from 1999 onwards (i.e., a period of 10 years preceding the submission of complaint 

CP381/2008).

Yours sincerely,

Hendrik Viaene° Tom Ruys

* * *


